
Jixing Li — Explorer of the New Time and Space

Founder of the Theory of Multi-Dimensional Unified Universal Energy

Presented to You:

A new technique to restructure human body engineering and living energy system -

This is a breakthrough in human body biological engineering.  By improving the living 

energy system we will be able to:

 • Improve health condition

 • Strengthen vitality and immune system

 • Achieve longevity and rejuvenation

 • Develop brain function

 • Increase intelligence

 • Upgrade inherited DNA system 



other words, it’s a practice of reversing aging process instead 
of a beauty treatment.  
 
 Since 2004, Master Li has been invited to participate 
in seminars and conferences hosted by reputable Qigong and 
Health associations, such as World Qigong Congress, Whole 
Person Health Summit, CAMExpo, and Health workshop 
by State University of New York at Stony Brook, to give 
lectures and demonstrate energy healing in the United States. 
Master Li’s capability attracts attention from both bio-energy 
researchers and serious-minded students.  Responding to 
invitations from Pennsylvania State University’s Materials 
Research Laboratory, Duke University and Arizona State 
University, Master Li started his first collaboration with U.S.
scientists to further advance the understanding of human 
subtle energy and the role of consciousness in healing. 
 
 Now he resides in Mountain View, California. He 
wishes through his newly established non-profit organization
-The Universal Energy Foundation,  he is able to help more 
people and work with more energy scientists and qigong 
masters on how to use qigong and related energy modalities 
to remedy extreme and urgent environmental issues.

Tel/fax: 408-469-4514
(cell): 408-807-8675

More info:
http://www.u-energy.org
http://www.naturalhealingcenter.com/creative/jixingli.htm

 Master Jixing Li was born in Fu 
Shun, China.  He started learning and 
practicing martial arts and qigong at 
the age of eight.  Having studied under 
many famous and illustrious qigong 
practitioners, in 1980 he opened his own 
clinic in Tokyo where he used qigong for 
both health and beauty treatments.  He is 
one of the few licensed by the Institute of 
Qigong Science and Research of China, 
and is solely authorized by that institute 
to issue qigong licenses in Japan.  

 The effectiveness of his qigong 
healing has attracted both scholarly and 
popular attention. He has cooperated 
with several university research 
programs in human energy, participated 
in an experiment carried out by the 
Agency of Science and Technology 
(Japanese government agency), and 
joined a research program run by the 
ESP Research Institute of the United 
States.  Major Japanese Television 
stations, such as NHK – Japan National 
Broadcasting, Asahi, Fuji, Tokyo, and 
Nihon Television, have telecasted many 
of these experiments.  His work and 
exercises were featured in dozens of 
widely circulated Japanese magazines. 
Additionally, he is the author of a 
1998 Japanese bestseller, The Power of 
Qigong, published by the PHP Institute 
of Japan. 
 
 During his years of practice, 
Master Li has successfully helped patients 
with serious illnesses such as cancer, heart 
problems, nervous system disorders, 
etc.  In addition, he is well known for 
his rejuvenation treatments.  The result 
of a younger looking appearance is not 
simply from a so called “Qigong face lift” 
but from a combination of regenerating 
young cells, revitalizing each organ and 
replenishing the nervous systems.  In 

Jixing Li – Explorer of the New Time and Space



Jixing Li’s Publications

L: DVD, Dancing in the Tao, 2005
M: Book in English, Dancing in the Tao,  2005
R: Book in Japanese, Power of Qi, 1998 Best Seller

The Theory of Multi-
Dimensional Unified
Universal Energy

R: Book in Chinese, 2006
L: Book in English, 2008



Jixing Li has been featured in dozens of widely circulated Japanese magazines



The Restructuring of Human Body Engineering and the Living Energy System
This is a breakthrough in human body biological engineering, a new technique to 

improve the human body energy system 

Base on the Theory of Multi-Dimensional Unified Universal Energy
This theory is based on a  new philosophy which incorporates the concept of invisible energy and 
manifest energy to replace the old three-dimensional material based philosophy – a philosophy has 
limited our thoughts in a three-dimensional space and could not explain and recognize many phe-
nomena happened in the objective reality.  We think this new philosophy can better explain those 
phenomena in our universe because; first, in recent years, scientists already discover that there are
“energies” beyond “material and spirit”.  Second, those invisible energies have extraordinary func-
tions; they can affect material and other energies, in particular, biological energy systems of hu-
man body and illness.  And those effects which are beyond regular sense have been observed and 
recorded in the past and proved through scientific experiment.  

Due to the lack of knowledge, our existing philosophy can’t recognize and utilize those high per-
formance, high intelligent, high function energies of nature and the universe.  Therefore, we are not 
able to develop an efficient technique to improve our health, enhance our living energy system, and
achieve rejuvenation and longevity.  

In this theory, Jixing Li also brought up the principle of “the comprehensive balance of the uni-
versal energy movement” and the close relationship between human body living system, the liv-
ing biological instruments (includes living biological computer, living biological antenna, living 
biological software, etc) and the living systems of nature and the universe. We will be able to truly 
understand how important it is to protect our environment and nature by realizing the value of 
nature’s living energy system and its influence on our body.

Base on this philosophy, not only we could develop our body function to an unprecedented stage, 
we could even change our fate and inherited DNA system.  This is a theory combines nature’s sci-
ence, life science and fatalism. It is also a live art which is able to restructure human body biologi-
cal engineering.

Result:  Go back to the time when you were young, healthy and full of energy.
 Improve health condition, strengthen vitality and immune system, achieve longevity and   
 rejuvenation, increase intelligence, develop brain functions, it can even upgrade inherited  
 DNA system



The application of restructuring Human Body Engineering and the Living Energy System
- Fortify Health Condition and Strengthen Vitality

By using the multi-dimensional high-performance energy system to transform the primary energy structure of body cells 
and illness such as cancer and some chronicle diseases could solve many problems which modern medical science can not 
provide. Following two distance healing energy experiments are examples of the effectiveness of this new science and new 
philosophy.

First Experiment: Time: December 2nd to December 20th, 2006
 Place: Laboratory of Penn State Children’s Hospital
 Host: Professor John E. Neely MD, Pediatrics, Hematology-Oncology

Set Up This experiment was designed to compare the growth of AR(C), a human Ewing’s sarcoma cell line established  
 and described by the author (JN) in 1985 and is known to be resistant to chemotherapy, in a treatment   
 incubator versus a control incubator, physically separated in different rooms of the same building in   
 Pennsylvania.  Cells were planted 2.5 x104 cells per well in 10 ml. of media in each well of 6 well plates. The  
 treatment incubator contained 4 plates.  A top shelf contained 3 culture plates placed diagonally back left (1A),  
 middle (1B), and front right (1C).  A bottom shelf contained one plate in the front right to serves as an internal  
 control.  The control incubator contained one plate on a bottom shelf to serve as an external control for cell  
 growth and viability.  

Procedure: Immediately after planting the cells, Mr. Li began treatment from his location in California, treating each  
 plate on the upper shelf with different energies techniques.  Every 2-5 days, the cells were removed from a  
 single well in each plate and counted. Jixing Li has never been to Pennsylvania State University nor known the  
 exact location of this laboratory. 

Results: The cells in the upper treatment shelf grew significantly slower and eventually those cells in position 1C all  
 died.  Also, there were cells contained multiple nuclei in the experiment groups, which could not be explained  
 by modern medical science as how it happened. The post-treatment repeat experiments at chronological day  
 105 showed ongoing failure of growth in position 1C, although all other positions returned to normal.  Even  
 after moving the incubator, the experiment at chronological day 190 continued to show an effect at 1C.  It  
 provides the evidence that energies not only can affect biological objects such as cells, but also have influence  
 on non-biological objects such as the incubator. That is because the primary energy structure of the incubator  
 has been changed, the energy condition there could control the growth of cells. This result supports the theory  
 of Multi-Dimensional Unified Universal Energy.     

There were cells contained multiple nuclei in the 
experiment groups. 

Chart and photograph provided by Children’s Hospital of Pennsylvania State University

Jixing Li used three different energy transformation techniques on posi-
tion 1A-2, 1B and 1C-2.  Control 2 and Control 3 were for comparison 
purpose, no energies were sent to those cells.



     The application of restructuring Human Body Engineering and the Living Energy System
- Fortify Health Condition and Strengthen Vitality

 Second Experiment:

 Time: November 2nd to December 12, 2007 
 Place: Laboratory of Pennsylvania State University Medical School 
 Host:  Professor John E.  Neely MD, pediatrics and oncology specialist 

Set Up: UT-7, a human leukemia cell line was chosen for this experiment. Cells were grown 
in flasks, each containing 5 x 104 cells in 20 ml. media. Two incubators were placed
in two different rooms, one served as a treatment incubator and another served as a 
control incubator. Four flasks were arranged in each of those two incubators.  A top
shelf contained 1 flask in the back left (1A) and 1 flask in the front right (1B). A 
middle shelf (1C) and a bottom shelf (2A) each contained a flask in the front right.  

Cells were directly counted from the suspension using a hemocytometer chamber, 
every 1-3 days.  Three sequential experiments were performed.  Two pre-treatment 
studies showed both incubators had identical growth.  In the third study, distance 
treatment by Mr. Li from California began immediately after planting the cells.  

Results: All groups initially grew identically, but slowly over time, the treatment flasks 1C
faltered in growth and on the 31st day, no cells alive in 1C while control flasks
still showed an average of more than 140 millions cells alive.  As the experiment 
continued, Mr. Li used different energy on the remaining treatment flasks, and the
cells in the treatment 1A, 1B and 2A flask appeared to be morphologic changes, such
as a large number of cells had multiple nuclei and also the total number of cells kept 
increasing.  When the number of cells alive in the control flasks declined rapidly due
to lack of nutrition, under the same set up, the total number of cells in treatment 1A 
has reached over four hundred million.  This is a breakthrough in biological science; 
it showed by changing the primary energy structure of cells could not only change 
their characteristics but also enhance the vitality. This also provides a scientific
explanation of energy rejuvenation.

  

 
 

              

 Chart and photograph provided by Children’s Hospital of Pennsylvania State University





Examples of Improving Health Condition, Strengthen Vitality and Immune System

Name: Ms Banyuan
Age: 69

Energy Work for:
Late-stage Cancer

Result:
There was significant im-
provement in her condition 
after just 30 hours intensive 
energy work in five days.

Name: Ms Chien
Age: 87

Energy Work for:
Aging Problem

Result: After about 80 hours 
energy works in one year, 
client looks like in her mid 
70’s and her hair grows back 
darker and fuller.

Photo taken in 1991 Photo taken in 2008

To protect privacy, please do not duplicate this page without prior permission.



Restructuring Human Body Engineering and Living Energy System 
Achieve Longevity and Rejuvenation

 
 Stem cell research is a new trend in biology science. Even the Silicon Valley, the home of the world’s 
leading computer technology, is shifting its focus towards biotechnology.  And one of the major researches is on 
the rejuvenation, which shows us the wishes and desire of the general public.  Thus, we choose the new tech-
nology of restructuring human body engineering and living energy system; and making the rejuvenation as our 
first choice to introduce this new type of science and philosophy. Furthermore, we will use factual effects and
results to prove the scientific legitimacy of this new theory.The research of stem cell requires a massive and long
term effort; when will the research bring forth a comprehensive result is still unknown. However, our fusion of 
modern and ancient technology has long yield successful effects. We welcome your invitation and we will use 
results to proof the capability of this new philosophy, science, and technology.
 
How to use this technology to achieve longevity and rejuvenation?
 This is a method of transforming Living Human Body Energy system via fundamental energy structure.  
This method is not limited to the common mind set of replenishing and tuning the Qi energy.  It includes replen-
ishing and tuning both the energy and structure in the sub cell level of the brain, nerve, meridians, body fluid,
bone marrow, and internal organs. This method is repairing and renewing at the fundamental energy level. This 
is more then just boosting the immune system, it holistically improves human body’s adaptation capability to-
wards the natural environment. It also strengthens our vitality, therefore, much more then the manifestation of a 
younger looking face, it actually reverse the entire body system to its younger state. Thus, it is similar to reverse 
time traveling. Using a limited investment to “reverse aging” for ten, thirty, or forty years of priceless youth. 

Results:
 • Improve skin’s texture, tone, and color; diminish facial wrinkles; skin looks healthy and radiance; eyes  
  become illumination and clear. Face becomes fresh, vigor, and lively. These will certainly prolong the  
  professional life span of models, actors, and actresses and also improve the quality of their work. 
 • Energetic, fill with vitality and strength physically, it can help athletes to improve their records.
 • Holistically improve physical functions and brain system, the intellect professionals are able to im-  
  prove the effectiveness of their works in addition to increase creativity and intelligence. The decision   
  makers could achieve a second peak in their career.
 • Improve the quality of life; you will be able to better enjoy and appreciate your life.
 
What it differs from Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)?
  Normally a long period of treatment is needed for TCM to yield a substantial result, and after achieving 
a certain effect further improvement is difficult.  In contrast, by tuning the bio energy of human body, substan-
tial result could be obtained in a rather short period of time. The result could be persistently improving after a 
longer period of practicing. Tuning energy is not only to repair but also renew the human body system. Thus, 
this method could rejuvenate and reverse aging while transforming from illness to a healthy condition.
 
What it differs from the western cosmetic surgery?
 Within the paradigm of western cosmetic practice, disregard of the classical plastic surgery or the mod-
ern laser face lift where high technology instruments are used; these kind of the treatments focus only on the 
surface instead of solving the body system aging in a deeper lever. Thus, the result could not last long, and it 
would not improve body’s condition. Also it would not make the skin looks healthy and radiance; it certainly 
will not fill one with vitality and youth. Surgery is painful; surgery may damage human body system and also
comes with risk. Energy tuning method is performed in a comfortable living energy environment. It fine tunes
your internal energy to its peak state, let you truly regain your youth.



1993 TV TBS program “Super Wide” featured Li’s rejuvenation energy work on an 80-year old woman who 
was a CEO of a big corporation.  After about 20 hours energy work, she appeared to be about 60-year old.

Examples of Achieving Longevity and Rejuvenation

1992 TV Tokyo program  “Ladies 4” featured live rejuvenation practice.  Li performed energy work on a 
40-year old model based on her photo taken when she was 26.  The improvement was obvious after only 
50 minutes energy reformation. 

afterbefore

afterbefore



Name: Ms Qiu Tain
Age: 55

Energy Work for:
Face Lift and Overall 
Condition

Treatment Length:
26 hours in 3 months

Name�Ms. Zhong
Age: 41

Energy Work for:
Face Lift and Overall 
Condition

Treatment Length:
9 hours in 2 months

afterbefore

Name: Ms Lu   Energy Work for:    Treatment Length:
Age: 44   Face Lift and Overall Condition  One treatment of 2 hours 

Examples of Achieving Longevity and Rejuvenation Using Energy Beauty Treatment



Our foundation is able to help you to achieve the following goals:

• Improve health condition

• Strengthen vitality and immune system

• Achieve Longevity and rejuvenation.    

We could provide our unique services free of charge to those who organize seminars for 

improving the health of their employees, promoting the concept of new science and culture, 

and/or protecting our environment.   Also, should those people need to raise capital,  we are 

able to help them by providing the above mentioned services to the party they plan to finance

from.  Further discussion regarding the details of the services is welcome.  

The Universal Energy Foundation

www.U-Energy.org 

318 Moffett Blvd.

Mountain View, CA, USA 94043

Tel/fax: 408-469-4514

408-807-8675

408-892-1272

info@u-energy.org


